Oxygen- and carbon-centered free radical formation during carbon tetrachloride metabolism. Observation of lipid radicals in vivo and in vitro.
Free radical reactions involved in the metabolism of carbon tetrachloride by rat liver have been considered to be a cause of at least part of the injury resulting from exposure to this halocarbon. In an earlier study employing electron spin resonance and spin-trapping techniques, we demonstrated that trichloromethyl (13.CCl3) radicals are readily observed in rat liver microsomes metabolizing 13CCl4, and that the same radical could be shown to form in vivo in the liver of intact rats given a single dose of 13CCl4. This report describes the production of lipid dienyl (L.) and oxygen-centered lipid radicals (LO. or LOO., or both) in in vitro systems metabolizing 13CCl4, and also the formation of lipid dienyl radicals (L.) in liver of intact animals exposed to CCl4. The radicals appear to be produced in a sequence of reactions governed among other things by the oxygen tension in the system. The lipid radicals (L.) which form in intact liver of CCl4-treated rats are apparently the result of an attack on lipids of the endoplasmic reticulum by 13.CCl3 radicals formed by reductive cleavage to CCl4 and are the initial intermediates in the process of lipid peroxidation. These investigations demonstrate that while the events occurring in liver microsomes in vitro appear to parallel those which take place in intact liver in vivo, the conditions in vivo make the spin-trapping studies of radicals in intact animals much more selective than it is in vitro for a given spin trap, and requires the use of more than one type of spin-trapping agent to detect different radical species in vivo.